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Arietta A DuPre, Talcott, WV.
September 15, 2019

Letter 41

This is Arietta from Wayside - Monroe County - West Virginia
A couple of weeks ago I spoke of the OPEN GOVERNMENTAL MEETINGS ACT which states (basically) that you CAN NOT REFUSE the meeting I have been
requesting for over 41 days now.
The next night I supplied the following information
Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA).2016
Public Law No. 114-185 S552
1 (A) descriptions of its central and field organizations ………… the PUBLIC
MAY OBTAIN information, make submittals, or REQUESTS to obtain decisions.
1 (B) In making any record available to a person under this paragraph, an
agency shall provide the record in any FORM OR FORMAT REQUESTED BY THE
PERSON if the record is readily reproducible by the agency in that form
or format. Each agency shall make reasonable efforts to maintain its
records in forms or formats that are reproducible for purposes of this
section.
THIS MEANS - According to the Department of Justice, YOU HAVE TO PROVIDE
THE INFORMATION WE WANT IN THE FORM WE REQUEST …. WE REQUEST A MEETING IN
WASHINGTON DC, and this is within the law because the records and answers
we want are readily reproducible in this requested meeting, and in fact,
some of information we will request is only available Face to Face.

So for the 41st time - WE DEMAND THAT FERC SET UP A MEETING - AS
REQUESTED and is REQUIRED by both The Open Governmental Meetings Act and
Freedom Of Information Act.
We want to meet with the following people: (Plan on at least 2 days)
1) FERC - an actual employee of the FERC office with capability of
decision making. We don’t want another MVP/EQT staff member that
impersonates a FERC Employee… I already had that once.
2) WV & Federal OSHA - an actual employee of both offices - WV as well as
their Supervisor from Federal Office
3) WV & Federal EPA - an actual employee of both offices - WV as well as
their Supervisor from the Federal Office
4) PMHSA - an actual Supervisor with capability of decision making
5) At least 2 of the FERC Council members
6) A Representative from the White House that has the ability to make a
decision without it taking 4 months
7) Myself and 6 others that I feel will best represent our cause
8) A WV DNR officer and their Federal Supervisor
** This meeting needs to be funded by FERC - our hotel rooms & food as
this meeting will last at least 2 days - maybe 3 - as it is FERC’s fault
we even need this meeting.
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NO MVP/EQT people to attend …. They have proven, more that once, they can
not be trusted … they lie …. They misrepresent themselves and their plans
…..
AND FERC wipes their hinny like a child, - we want to get our points
across and get our answers without FERC hesitating with their answers so
they “don’t upset the child in the room MVP/EQT“. Sorry if that seems a
“childish” remark, but the truth is the truth. When FERC has proven that
they comply with the ideas, methods, desires, etc., of MVP/EQT instead of
the American people - you know the ones that pay taxes, owns the property
being destroyed, are being effected by the strange behaviors of various
local wildlife, abuse to our animals, ourselves, etc., then we KNOW that
the presence of MVP/EQT will basically ruin any chances of our getting
our point across. Since WE are requesting the meeting , WE have choice
of attendees.
PMHSA has already stated they would be more than happy to attend a
meeting
WV - EPA, OSHA, DNR all need to attend to explain why they have allowed
MVP/EQM/EQT to ignore federal regulations.
Actual FERC staff, not MVP/EQM/EQT staff pretending to be FERC as we have
questions that only FERC can answer.

You OWE this meeting….. You HAVE ALLOWED MVP/EQM/EQT to destroy our lives
…. You have allowed MVP/EQM/EQT to break federal law, and even laws YOU
have deemed they do …… You OWE this meeting.
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